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Task-model [ISWC2005,2006]

As infrastructure for Mobile Semantic IR
 Modeling real world activity from the viewpoints of task

 User can find the service by only designating what user 
wants to do even if user does not know exact name of it

Go to theme park

Find theme park

Move to theme park

Check attractions

Divide to sub-task

Associate 

task to services 

Service

Knowledge

Base

(Service KB)

Task

Knowledge

Base

(Task KB)

Theme park Domain

[1] T. Naganuma and S. Kurakake: Task Knowledge Based Retrieval for Service Relevant to Mobile User's Activity, 4th 

international semantic web conference, Y. Gil et al. (Eds.): ISWC 2005, LNCS 3729, pp.959-973, 2005.

[2] Y. Fukazawa, T. Naganuma, K. Fujii, and S.Kurakake. Construction and use of role-ontology for task-based service 

navigation system. In Proc. ISWC2006, pages 806–819, 2006.



Purpose

 Investigate the automatic modeling of users’ real world 

activities from the web
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Existing task-models are 
mainly constructed by 
domain experts
However, this approach 
suffers from narrow 
coverage and hinders the 
updating of the task-model



Past approach to automatic task modeling

 Related research
Activity Model learning from structured data

Learning from question-answering service

Learning from common sense knowledge database

Learning from know-how site

Activity Model learning from unstructured data
Learning from web

learn non-taxonomic relations between two concepts in a medical 
ontology 

 e.g. “high sodium diet” “is associated with” “hypertension

What they did not?
They did not focus on the automatic acquisition of hierarchical 

relations between activities.
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Light-weight task-model

 Three concepts: Domain, Parent task and Child task

 Three processes for automatic modeling
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Watch movie

Buy ticket of movie

Read movie review

See movie preview

Read original of movie

Make movie

Enter school of movie

Work at movie company

Domain

“movie”

Make song of movie

Search for location site

Process 1: Extract parent 

activities from the web
Process 2: Extract child 

activities

from the web
Process 3: Relating 

the activities

Parent Task

Child Task

Domain



Activity extraction process(Process 1 and 2)

 1) Choose NOUN
 Parent task: manually selected domain (domain)

 Child task: specialized domain extracted from the web

 2) Choose VERB best match the NOUN
 Create lexico-syntactic pattern to extract verb

 3) Filter noise task candidate by PMI-IR
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Process 3 Relating the activities 

 Relate appropriate parent task

 Simply applying the idea of PMI-IR 
 Calculate the semantic distance between target task and every parent 

tasks

 Select the task with highest value as parent task
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Problems with past approach

 Cannot capture similar/same desc. of tasks on the web

 Only combinations past approaches can extract are:

Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar description

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie

( )
( , )

( ) ( )

Hits A AND B
Score A B

Hits A Hits B


same
semantically 

similar

semantically

different



Ideal combination

 Ideal combination of hierarchical relationship are:
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Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie



Problem with Ideal combination

 Difficult to automatically tell the difference between:
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Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie

Because both description partly has 

same noun or verb of tasks



Approaches

We do not directly tell the difference between them

We investigate the influence of Different activity with 
similar desc. to calculate hierarchical relationship

We make three patterns
Method2: Permit to include Different activity with similar desc. 

of child task

Method 3: Permit to include Different activity with similar 
desc. of parent task

Method 4: Permit to include Different activity with similar 
desc. of both parent and child task
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Method 2

 Permit to include different activity with similar desc. Of child 
task
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Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie



Method 3

 Permit to include Different activity with similar desc. Of parent task

Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie



Method 3

 Permit to include Different activity with similar desc. Of both parent 
task and child task

Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy movie 

ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movie



Experimental Setup

 Compare methods 1-4 by error of predicting parent task of 
target child task

 We collect all the child task in both movie and book domain

 To simplify the problem, we choose few parent task 
candidates as follows
 Book domain

Read book 

Sell book

Write book

Movie domain

Watch movie

Make movie
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Metric used

 Compare methods 1-4 by error rate. 

 Error rate was calculated by number of prediction error 

of parent task 

 The ground truth of parent task of target child task was 

created by manually
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Results (movie domain)
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Method 3 was 

best in 

estimating the 

pair, and had the 

lowest error-

rate(0.2). 

 80% of the 

hierarchical 

relationships 

could be 

captured by 

Method3.



Results (book domain)
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 Both Method3 

and Method4 

had the lowest 

error 

rate(0.222).



Discussion

Order by average

Method 3: 0.21 (divide parent task)

Method 1: 0.28 (no division)

Method 4: 0.29 (divide both parent and child task)

Method 2: 0.39 (divide child task)

 To extract hierarchical relationship between activities

Dividing parent task into noun and verb parts is more 

effective than dividing the child activity



Discussion

 Most of the similar expression of parent task represent the 
semantically similar task

 Contrary, some of the similar expression of child task represent the 
semantically different  task
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Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies

Same 

activity 

with diff. 

desc.

Watch Matrix

See movie

Different 

activity 

with 

similar 

desc.

Watch tennis 

game

Make movieNoise: Not 

so many

Noise:

exists

many He want to watch AVATOR with 

her……the movie was awesome….. 



Discussion

 To obtain ideal relationship, what we have to do next?
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Similar/Same description of child task on the web

Exactly 

the same

same 

activity

similar activity with 

similar description

Different activity with 

similar desc.

Ex. Buy movie 

tickets

Buy three 

movie tickets

Buy movie 

ticket of 

Matrix

Get movie 

ticket…

Buy drink Sell movie 

ticket

Similar/

Same 

desc. of 

parent 

task

Exactly 

the same

Watch movie

Same 

activity

Watch three 

movies
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desc.

Watch Matrix
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game
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for child 

task
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many



Conclusion

 Is it possible to acquire hierarchical relationships 

between activities with low error rate? 

Yes, almost 80% of the hierarchical relationships could be 

captured by proposed method. 

 Future works

The result, however, is limited in terms of small number of 

parent task (2 in book domain and 3 in movie domain).

 In order to show the applicability of proposed method to 

other domains, more comprehensive study should be done.
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